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FOREWORD

This report, like its predecessors, *has been compiled in response
to the widespread interest expressed in ASTIA's automation program,
and particularly in its machine search and retrieval system. It
differs from the earlier reports, however, in that it concentrates
to a great degree upon the machine considerations, as such, encoun-
tered in planning, developing, and operating an automated retrieval
system.-

It is expected that this rather specialized approach will be of
greatest value to those concerneOL. with the actual devising and
progranming of similar or relatqýýdieffort4a. But, insofar as the
report sheds further light on the intricate relationships between
document services and machine system, it is hoped that the presenta-
tion will be of substan'tial interest to all concerned with those
relationships.

WI'LLIAM HAM ND
Lt. Colonel, USAF

* AD-227 000 - "Automation of ASTIA...A Preliminary Report,"
dated 1 December 1959, and AD-247 000 "Automation of ASTIA -

1960," dated December 1960.
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ABSTRACT

This report covers the evolution of the ASTIAautomated search and, retrieval system. Early
consideration and punch card approaches are
treated briefly. The current system and programs
are described in detail with the exception of
the creation of the Thesaurus which is covered
in two other ASTIA publications -- AD-227 000
and AD-247 000. The programs discussed are forthe UNIVAC Solid State 90 magnetic tape system.
Flow charts are included of the program now inuse which executes ten simultaneous searches to
four levels of coordination. Modification ofthis program to provide for either ten six-level
coordinations or any combination of a 6 0-descriptor
coordination are also discussed.
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EARLY CONSID~EATIONSI

Interest in machine compilation of bibliographies from the

vast collection of military research and development documentation

begs:". hortly after World War II. Prior to 1949, the custodian of

the collection, the Air Documents Division* and its successor organi-

zation, the Central Air Documents Office (CADO) had experimented with

mechanization. They tried McBee notched cards, punch cards, addresso-

graph plate registers, and photographic reductions on microfilm. From

this experimentation, it was conclud4d that the employment of any of

these media would provide little if amy improvement over the manual

operation. However, the collection of documents was• growing at a

rapid rate, and the investigation of mechanization techniques continued.

In January of 1949, consultants of IPX assisted the CADO staff

in further experimentation with punch cards to mechanize bibliography

service. The major shortcomings of a punch card information search

and retrieval system soon became apparent. The manipulation of a

great volume of punch cards would be cumbersome, time consuming and

more costly than the manual operation it replaced. Further investi-

gation into a punch card retrieval system was abandoned by CADO.

When ASTIA was established in May of 1951, it inherited from

CADO the responsibility for providing timely bibliography service

* Former USAF organizations.
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from a collection of military research and development documentation

that was still growing at the rate of 30,000 new titles a year. The

director of the new organization recognized this responsibility in

his initial plan of operations as follows:

"!Mechaaical and electronic storage and retrieval of biblio-

graphic•a' information appears to be a requirement for the vast

volume of technical information being generated currently. In

addition, new concepts of indexing compatible with both machine

and manual operations must be perfected.

"Unless new mechanized techniques of storage, indexing and

transmission of technical reports are developed, the cost of providing

adequate services nay soon. become prohibitive."

Shortly after its establishment, ASTIA sponsored a contract

with Dr. Mortimer Taube of Documentation Incorporated to make a

study of existing subject cataloging systems, and evaluate their

adequacy for use by ASTIA. This study led to the conclusion that

no existing system was really suitable. Further work undertaken

as part of the same contract effort resulted in the Uniterm System

of Coordinate Indexing.

The uniterm retrieval system was language oriented. It consisted

of a collection of words used to characterize the actual content of

a document. At the option of the cataloger, new uniterms were added

as they appeared in documents being added to the collection. The

meanings of the terms conformed to normal usage as defined by

dictionaries.
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Due to the rapid growth of the AD collection, the free use of

uniterms soon became unmanageable from a retrieval standpoint. The

need for some degree of control and for a standard term dictionary

or thesaurus -- was soon re-iognized.

At first, it was believed that the uniterm system could be

operated without the application of machines. The system was also

considered to offer great promise in terms of its susceptibility to

automation. However, it was soon realized that retrieval of informa-

tion from a large and diversified collection would require some form

of mechanization, if not complete automation. In spite of these

shortcomings, the potential of the uniterm system was recognized.

In anticipation of a machine system ultimately becomin available,

uniters assignment to all now documents being processed into the

ASTIA system became a standard procedure in early 1953. This proved

to be a farnighted decision, since it provided a great amount of the

raw data for creating the -,mhine retrieval files for the current

system.

In the fall of 1954p a contract was let with Airborne Instruments

Laboratory to study ASTIA operations and existing data processing

equipent to determine whether any equipment va available that could

be profitably employed to automate J2TIA's entire operation. The

conelusIon of this study was that the comarcial data processing

equipment then available could not be profitably employed in AMTIA

operations. The Ptudy also found that too little was known at that
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point in time about the information retrieval functions to warrant

any action to apply 'data processing equipment to that area. Based

on the findings and the conclusions, the contractor recamuended

that a full scale study be undertaken which would formulate speci-

fications for & special purpose data processing system suitable to

ASTIA'u heeds. This recdumendation was not acted on since there

appeared to be little likelihood of obtaining the resources to

develop a special-purpose data processing system unique to ASTIA's

needs.

ASTIA staff personnel continued to keep informed on developments

in the data procesaing field,, 'including the development of character-

reading devices, random access memories, and related equipment. The

advice and assistance of professional personnel and consultants were

solicited on a continuing basis.
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PLANNING FOR TH 34PLOYhENT OF THE SPECIAL DMIE ANALYZER
PUCH CARW

Shortly after ASTIA had been relocated at Arlington Hall Station

in February 1958, a fresh look into automation was undertaken.

Systems personnel of the IBM Corporation conducted a survey of ASTIA

with the objective of determining whether the state of the art had

progressed to the point where any commercially available data proc-

essing systems could be profitably utilized.

The 134 survey concluded that the majority of the functions

susceptible to automation revolved around request processing and

inventory control. These were considered bus iness-type applications

that could be handled by commercially available general-purpose data

processing systems.

For compiling report bibliographies, the B14 survey recoamended

the Special Index Analyzer (IBM 9900), an outgrowth of the "C0KAC"

information retrieval concept generated by Documentation Incorporated

and under contract to the Office of Scientific Research, Headquarters

USAF.

The concept developed jointly by the IBM data processing

consultants and the ASTIA staff would have provided the Washington

Regional Office and the four decentralized Regional Offices of ASTTA

with a punch card machine search and retrieval capability.
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An adaptation of the Uniterm System of Coordinate Indexing

was contemplated at each Regional Office, with reserve capability

at the central facility to assist in peak periods. One Special

Index Analyzer was recommended for use at each Regional Office.

It was planned to mechanically edit the uniterms assigned to

the 175,000 documents then in the AD collection. From this edited

list of uniterms, a thesaurus-type dictionary would be developed.

The acceptable terms in the controlled vocabulary would be mechanically.

reassigned to each document. The master file of search tern cards

would then be automatically generated in the correct uniterm sequence.

New documents would be assigned free uniterms, and these would

be edited against the uniterm dictionary. On a biweekly basis, the

descriptor (edited uniterms) cards accumulated as a result of new

cataloging would be consolidated, and correctly sequenced for

introduction into the master search term file. These consolidated

additions and changes to the search file would be reproduced and

sent to each Regional Office for incorporation into their master

search files.

The punch card file would be arranged in "Search Term Decks."

It is estimated that there •would have been 10,000 search term decks

(one for each unique uniterm) in the complete file when the system

was fully implemented. A very slow growth rate in new terms was

predicted.
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Each punch card of a search term deck would contain the search

term (uniterm - probably in numeric code) followed by a maximum of

eleven ASTIA document numbers to which the search terms had been

assigned. Where more than eleven AD numbers were included in a

single search term record, additional cards would be utilized to

make up the "search deck." On the basis of this card capacity,

approximately 160 ,000individual punch cards would have been

required for the 175,000 reports then in the AD collection. The

card file would expand at a rate of approximately 1,200 a day.

Periodically, the entire file would have to have been consolidated

on magnetic tape and repunched from tape-to-cards to integrate new

and revised data And to delete obsolete data.

The system would have functioned as follows: The customer

would make his needs known, and ASTIA reference personnel would

select appropriate search terms. An index search would be initiated

to determine those document numbers which satisfied the selected

descriptive terms. The search would be accomplished by manually

pulling the three or four search term decks and inserting these

into the Special Index Analyzer where the desired association of

document numbers would be accomplished in a matter of a few minutes.

The output would be a list of pertinent document numbers. An

on-the-spot validation of the customer's need-to-know would be

accomplished, and the customer would be given the abstracts to
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review. The customer might also review microcards or microfilms

of the documents selected. Full-size copies of the documents

would be requested from the central facility.

Under this concept of operation, reserve capability for both

descriptor search and validation would have been maintained at the

central facility to assist the Regional Offices during peak loads

by preparing a list of pertinent validated document numbers in

advance of the arrival of a customer when the pertinent data were

furnished prior to the customer's visit. (See Figure 1, General

Process Flow Chart)

At first the punch card Special Index Analyzer operation

appeared to be feasible. However, a more detailed examination of

the system cast considerable doubt. The equipment would have to

be purchased before any experimentation or operating experience

could be gained. The resources required to maintain, update,

and manipulate a punch card file of this size and complexity

would in the long run be greater than the manual operation it

replaced. The integrity of the file would be a major concern in

the operation of the system. Thousands of punch cards would be

pulled from the files to support the daily operations, and then

refiled. These cards, plus cards for new reports being added to

the collection, would have to be filed manually on a daily basis.

A continuing program for replacing worn out or mutilated cards
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would be required. A requirement for periodic reproduction of the

entire file in quadruplicate was recognized in the original planning.

By the time ASTIA's automation proposal was formalized in

1NJvember of 1958, the proposal to employ the punch card Special

Index Analyzer retrieval system at the Regional Offices had been

rejected for the same reason the punch card information retrieval

proposals had been rejected in the past. The ASTIA collection of

documents was just too large and too diversified for a punch card

operation.

The proposal submitted to higher headquarters on 20 November

1958, was to automate request processing, cumulative indexing of

ASTIA's Technical Abstract Bulletin (TAB) and document inventory

management. The Commander of ASTIA also proposed that one Special

Index Analyzer be purchased for the central facility to be operated

on an extended experimental basis. A limited number of machine

compiled bibliLgraphies would be produced and evaluated during the

experimental phase. (See Figure 2, General Process Chart)
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INITIAL PLANS R EMDLOYMEIT OF A GENERAL PURPOSE
ELECTRONIC COMPUTER FOR INFORMTION RETRIEVAL

In addition to IBM, other manuftcturers of data processing

equipment made proposals for automation of ASTIA. Remington Rand

submitted a proposal for the UNIVAC I which was immediately avail-

able and for the new UNIVAC Solid State 90 (USS 90) which could be

made available in the card configuration in sufficient time to become

operational by 15 February 1960. The magnetic tape configuration

would become available in July 1960 and a random access capability

was planned for late 1960.

Further study of the Remington Rand UNIVAC proposal for automation

of the ASTIA operation led to the conclusion that it would be feasible

to employ a general-purpose magnetic tape data processing system for

information search and retrieval. By assigning numeric codes to the

retrieval terms to be employed in the system, the ,anipulation of the

terms would be greatly simplified. The general a-yatems design and

operational concepts for the present ASTIA system of automated. informa-

tion search and retrieval were developed along these lines.

The proposal for automation was modified to reflect the newly

formulated concepts and detailed planning began. The USS 90 data

processing system was selected and implementation followed closely

on the heels of planning. Objectives were defined, tasks were assigned

and target dates were established. At that time, the over-all objective

12



for information retrieval was to establish and operate a system

specifically designed for automatic identification of reports in

the ASTIA collection by ASTIA document (AD) number oa any specified

subject or combination of subjects.

With the document numbers identified, catalog cards would be

pulled from the files manually and furnished to the customer. There

were by this time 200,000 reports in the AD collection representing

the documentation of the previous seven years' military research and

develoluient accomplishments.

In the initial planning, it was intended to contract with a

commercial organization to develop a thesaurus of authoritative

descriptors utilizing the assigned uniterm and then reassign the

standard terms to the documents in the AD collection. Those retrieval

terms not included in the thesaurus as authoritative descriptors were

to be retained and employed as "open-ended" or non-controlled retrieval

terms. Such terms include project names, geographic locations. etc.

Two companies shoved interest in the project, but never submitted

proposals or indicated a desire to bid.

Consultants in the field of information retrieval advised that

the professional personnel best qualified to compile the thesaurus

were the same ASTIA personnel who had processed the collection of

documents into the system. It soon became apparent th.at the assign-

ment of retrieval terms to the documents also had to be accompllshed

in-house.
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By 1 September 1959, the compilation of the thesaurus had

reached the stage where the assignment of retrieval terms could

begin for documents in the existing AD collection and for new

material being processed into the system. These two tasks are

described in AD-227 000, Automation of ASTIA - A Preliminary Report,

1 December 1959, and AD-247 000, Automation of ASTIA - 1960.

One large conversion task still remained -- the creation of

the machine retrieval files. This was to be accomplished by a

contractor. On 1 October 1959, the work statement for the key

punching of the retrieval terms was passed to the contracting

officer, with a 1 December deadline for the work to begin.

In the original approach, it was intended to key punch a card

for each term assigned to a document and then sort into alphabetic

sequence for data clean-up and subsequent coding in numeric sequence

by the computer.

It soon became apparent that if the 1 July 1960 date for imple-

mentation of the system was to be met, a new approach was needed.

After further study, a decision was reached to prepare the master

coding for the authoritative list of descriptors before they had

been copiled into the thesaurus. A seven-digit numeric code was

assigned to each descriptor so that numeric sequence and alphabetic

sequence were coincident. This code was adopted to simplify the

machine manipulation of the file. To allow for elasticity, a gap
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of 1,000 numbers was left between consecutive descriptors to

provide for anticipated expansion and still retain the alpha-

numeric relationship.

A closer look at the implementation schedule indicated an

increase in tempo was still a necessity. The document processing

personnel of ASTIA assumed the added task of aesiping the numeric

codes to the retrieval terms concurrent with the assignment of the

terms to documents. In addition to the numeric descriptor code. a

key was added to indicate the terms to be used for subject accumu-

lation to create a machine capability to compile a subject index of

the total AD collection.

The work statement was recalled from the contracting officer

and modified to reflect the requirement for key punching the numeric

codes rather than the actual descriptors. Although this delayed the

awarding of the contract 15 days -- from 1 December to 15 December

1959 -- it actually placed ASTIA further ahead in implementation

and also resulted in a considerable reduction in cost by greatly

reducing the alpha key punching required to convert the file. On a

competitive bidding basis, the contract was awarded to the Service

Bureau Corporation, a subsidiary of IBM._

The in-house assignment of retrieval terms began slowly because

of the additional requirement to assign the numeric codes concurrently.

In spite of the slow start, it was soon recognized that the decision
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had been a vise one. The magnetic tape system did not become

available in early March as anticipated. Without the added

capacity of the tape system, three months of punch card processing

would have been required to arrange the data for operational runs.

This punch card processing could not have begun until the conversion

contract was completed on 24 June 1960. Thus, several months' head

start was gained by punching tho numeric codes for the retrieval

terms into the origirLal machine records. It also made possible

extensive experimentation and actual production of bibliographies

on the card computer several months in advance of the magnetic tape

operation.

The assignment of retrieval terms and the key punching of the

file increased in tempo. Both operations were soon back on the

original schedule. The last of the data to be key punched was

completed by the contractor on 24 JUne 1960, and thereafter ASTIA

assumed full responsibility for maintaining and updating the file.

By this time, more than a million and a quarter punch card records

had been prepared. A sample of each of the three types of punch

card formats is shown in Figure 3.

* The installation of the USS 90 tape system was to be on an
operational test basis until the scheduled delivery date of
1 July 196o.
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EXPERMENfTATION IN AUTCMATED INFO4•ATION RTRIEVAL

Experimentation in machine retrieval progressed rather slowly

at first because insufficient data were available for valid testing.

,be original system was a take-off from a manual operation that had

withstood the test of time, and this lack of extensive theoretical

testing was not considered too critical. The priority for assign-

ment of terms and for key punching was shifted to the AD collection

in the 200,000 and 300,000 series (material cataloged subsequent to

August 1958) so that testing and limited service on newly acquired

documents could be combined. By early May of 1960, the punch cards

for this group of documents were reproduced and sorted into retrieval

term decks for machine manipulation. The file was updated as new

documents were added to the collection.

Originally it had been planned to experiment with machine

retrieval on the punch card equipment. The Remington Rand consult-

ants had recommended their latest punch card numerical collator

319.1 be employed for retrieval experimentation and limited pro-

duction until their USS 90 magnetic tape system became available.

However, due to the mass of card files required for extensive

testing--some 300,000 cards--it was decided to utilize the UNIVAC

Solid State card system for the testing and to write programs that

would allow the descriptor decks to be introduced in random sequence,

18



thus eliminating the need for extensive off-line sorting. The

experimentation was to'be limited to 26 test bibliographies that

bad been previously processed manually. A diagram of the test

progriam is shown in Figure 4.

The program originally developed for the experimentation on_-

the punch card system was based on an up-to-date examination of

customers' requests for bibliographic service. Close attention was

also given to the character of the retrieval term file being created

for the mechanized operation.
/,/i

A working-level/ 'study group, headed by Joseph M. Powers of

the ASTA Washington Reference Center, was established to conduct

experimentation and develop operational procedures for machine

compilation of bibliographies. The specific objective of this group

was to formulate guidelines for selecting retrieval terms and for

prescribing the depth and extent of coordination of terms to satisfy

bibliography requests.

One of the early experiments conducted by the group was to

have the scientific analysis personnel, who assign the retrieval

terms to documents, and the reference personnel, who compile

bibliographies manually, separately select the retrieval term

patterns for computer searches to satisfy 20 bibliography requests

that had been received by ASTIA. Not too much was expected from a

single experiment of this nature; however, the results as in this
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instance were often enlightening. The bibliography and reference

group selected a total of 366 retrieval terms to satisfy the 20

searches. For a single bibliography, this group ranged from a low

of four retrieval terms to a high of 47, and an average of 18 per

bibliography.

The Scientific Analysis personnel selected a total of 363 terms,

three less than the first group's total, for an average of 17 terms

per bibliography. The spread of retrieval terms selected by the

second group to compile the 20 bibliographies was even greater than

the first group. It ran from a low of three to a high of 61. In

four instances out of twenty, each group selected an identical

number of terms.

The exercise Just described was typical of many carried out

over a period of several months. Each experiment in itself provided

little more than another new bit of information. These new bits,

however, began to fit into a pattern. Only in one instance was

extensive statistical sampling of the retrieval files possible.

Mrs. Claire Schultz, of the Applied Mathematics Department of

Remington Rand UNIVAC who worked with ASTIA in the information

retrieval area, provided some very valuable statistics on the

frequency distribution of retrieval terms through machine

manipulation of the retrieval term files for 38,000 documents.
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PUNCH CARD RETRIEVAL SYSTEM ON THE UNIVAC
SOLID STATE 90' COMPUT7ER

The programming for the experimentation in machine retrieval

discussed earlier was prepared for a one-time effort to compile 26

bibliographies to test the retrieval system.

During May and June of 1960, the requests for report biblio-

graphies far exceeded the manual resources. The Remington Rand

Corporation, with ASTIA's consent, had readjusted the magnetic tape

delivery schedule to allow for factory engineering of the tape drives

to a new console. A second USS 90 card system was made available

from 15 June through 7 December so that work would not be interrupted

during installation and conversion to the new system. These events,

plus the favorable results of the initial tests, led to a decision in

mid-June to go into full production of mechanized information retrieval

under the card operation. The production would be limited to the last

two years of documentation.

The program for experimentation in machine retrieval was designed

to provide a maximum of flexibility; little attention was given to

program efficiency. When the decision was made to utilize the experi-

mental program for actual production, modifications were made to

improve the efficiency. The capacity for employment of the primary

descriptor deck was increased and a magnitude compared to the last
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item of each memory band was added to limit the search to those

bands that contained data within the range of the secondary and

tertiary decks. The program was designed to coordinate groups of

retrieval terms as well as individual terms. The group of primary

term decks were sorted together in AD sequence and stored in memory.

A total of 1,600 records could be accommodated in the primary deck

for a single run. If the number were greater, an additional computer

run was necessary. The secondary group of term decks were fed into

the card reader in random sequence. There was no program limit to

the number of records employed in the secondary decks.

When the computer identified a match between an AD number in

the primary group stored in memory and secondary group in the card

reader, the common AD number was stored in memory, and a card was

punched out to identify the matching AD number and the code of the

secondary descriptor. When the third level, or tertiary group of

terms, was introduced through the card reader, comparison was made

only between AD numbers of the tertiary term decks and those AD

numbers stored in memory as a result of primary and secondary match.

Again the output was in the form of punch cards, showing the AD number

common to all three groups and the tertiary descriptor code.

During the month of July 1960, 269 bibliographies were compiled

on the USS 90 card system.
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Although this computer approach has a grat deal of flexibility --

a simulation of random access through manual manipulation of the punch

card search decks -- it has the same major deficiency that caused

ASTIA and its predecessors to abandon the punch card approach in

the past. Because of the large volume of punch cards involved, the

file updating and maintenance tasks were so great that only 20% of

the ASTIA collection could be employed.



PROGRAMMING CONCEPTS - MAGNETIC TAPE

The original target date for machine retrieval on the magnetic

tape system had been established for 1 July 1960. Under this

deadline, it became necessary to begin programming for the tape

operation long before any experimental or test data could be

accumulated.

The initial programming efforts had to be based on a strictly

theoretical concept for retrieval through a coordination of indivi-

dual retrieval terms to the depth required to isolate reports on a

given subject. The first USS 90 tape program for retrieval was written

under these circumstances by several Remington Rand UNIVAC and ASTIA

programmers, under the immediate supervision of John K. Henderson of

the Remington Rand UNIVAC Federal Government Sales Office. A block

diagram of the program is shown in Figure 5.

Debugging and testing this program was discontinued when the

delivery date for the tare system was rescheduled for August 1960.

It had become apparent that before the tape system could become

operational, considerable operational data would become available

through experimentation and limited production on the USS 90 punch

card system.
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A good deal was learned from the early progranming exercises.

It was found that the format planned for the master retrieval term

tape file -- ASTIA document number sequence, followed by the descriptors

assigned to the document -- did not lend itself to efficient progrming.

A new format for the master file was designed which permitted a new

approach to the machine manipulation of the data. This new format

contained two 50-word items on each block of tape. The first word

of each item is the retrieval term code, and the next 49 words contain

AD numbers. If there are less than 49 AD numbers, a "zero" fill is

used to complete the 50-word item. When there are more than 49 AD

entries to a single retrieval term record, the code is repeated in

the first word of each 50-word item required to complete the record.

Each block of tape has a 100-word capacity. Thus, there are 98 AD

entries possible in a single block or 470,400 to a single 2,400 foot

reel of magnetic tape. The current master retrieval term record for

the AD collection requires four tapes. A printout of the tape format

of the master file is shown in Figure 6.

Evidence began to build up, particularly from the operational

experience with the punch card system, that the early programming

concepts for information search and retrieval on the tape system

would not meet the requirements as these requirements were being

expressed by the customers. Additionally, the increasing customer

demands for report bibliographies indicated that before the system
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could become operational, the workload would exceed the planned

capacity. A new approach to the machine program was indicated.

Armed with more factual data than had ever before been avail-

able, it was possible to write a new magnetic tape program that

would satisfy the immediate needs of the customers and also retain

a potential for flexibility and expansion. The program was written

by ASTIA personnel. Mr. Hugh Donaghue of Datatrol Corporation, an

ASTIA prograning consultant, reviewed the computer logic and assisted

in writing and debugging the program, particularly the tape control

techniques.

The new program was designed to handle as many as ten searches

simultaneously with a maximum of four retrieval term coordinations

for any search. The ability to combine a group of terms and process

them as a single term was retained from the card program. The ability

to exclude any term or any group of terms from a search was also

written into the program. Actually, the only restriction to the

number of terms that may be employed within these limitations is

determined by the optimum operating time for a single run. It requires

no more time to record a term record for ten searches than for a single

search. Thus, the greater the number of comnon terms employed in

simultaneous searches, the more efficient the computer run.
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PREPARATION FOR COM4PUER SEARCH BY M RFECE ANALYSTS

It is the responsibility of the reference analysts to determine

the retrieval terms to be employed and the depth of coordination

required for the computer search program. He must determine what

information is required to satisfy a search and how the information

has been cataloged into the system.

How well these two factors are determined and translated into

the search program, largely depends on the reference analysts' Judg-

ment and experience. However, the outcome is greatly influenced by

the way the retrieval terms were assigned to the documents as they

were processed into the system. The document analyst in cataloging

documents must tag them by a set of retrieval terms both specifically

and generically. He must also build relationship between assigned

terms which to some extent will anticipate inquiries and provide

for retrieval from a variety of subject approaches.

In determining what information is required, the reference

analyst must interpret the question, define its limits, and usually

access its unwritten applications. The adequacy of the descriptive

data provided by the requester, to a great extent will influence

the specificity of the search results.
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An example of an actual request for information processed by

ASTIA is shown on the following pages. The bibliogaphy request

form and the internal processing form shown in Figures 7 and 8 sre

in current use.

It may be noted in the example that groups of descriptors have

been combined and treated as a single descriptor for the computer

search. In this particular search there are three separate

considerations. The first concerns personnel and the radiation

effects or damage caused by microwaves. The second concerns the

effectiveness of shielding against microwaves; the third concerns

more general reports on the measurement and analysis of radiation

effects and hazards occurring in underground structures.



BIBLIOGRAPHY REQUEST Date

BLOR__EUS February 14, 1961.
1. TO: ASTIA (TISBB) 2. FROM: 3. ASTIA Code No.

Arlington H.ll Jti 7654321
Arlington 12, Va Jones & Smith, Inc. 4. Requemste s Reference

4500 Bradbury Blvd. G M 72
Denver, Colorado 5. Requeser's Telephone No.

DE 2-2100

6. SUBJECT OF BIBLIOGRAPHY. Describe in your own words exactly what you want. Explain any spehial aspects to be
covered and any limitations on the scope of the bibliography. Backgrount: information, such as TAB references, contract
numbers or relevant subjects, may be used to help define your request. (CAUTION: Classify this form when classified
information is included.)

Provide information on the subject of radiation injuries caused by

electromagnetic waves in the microwave frequency spectrum, and

particularly hazards associated with radar equipment in underground

tracking or launch facilities. Also indicate the shielding required for

personnel protection.

7. Time coverage desired
E, Past year 0] 3 years 5 S years E other

S. Highest security classification of references to be included
El Unclassified El Confidential • Secret

9. Request submitted for

1. Contractors must complete this section - b. ,Government agencies must complete this section

Contract No. AF 33(616)1234 iOfficial Government Use

Signature a Title Signature & Title

Project Engineer
10. FOR ASTIA USE ONLY

ARB No. Date Received

Form Replaces ASTIA Form 4, Sep 58, and ASTIA Form 14, Jan 59, which will be used until stocks
ASTIA Mar 60 4 ae exhausted.

Fig. 7 32



ASTIA BIBLIOGRAPHY SEfARCH. RECORD

ARB 5812 Search I of 1 Classified Secret AD 70,000 Librarian RBH

Requestor Jones & Smith, Inc., 4500 Bradbury Blvd., Denver, Colo.

Subject Microwave Hazards

Retrieval Terms / Schedules / Open-end Terms

il) (2) (3)
Electromag. Waves 1974 Hazards 2788 Personnel 4500

Microwaves 3824 Radiation Damage 5059 G. M. Personnel 2710

Microwave Frequency 3818 Radiation Hazards 5061 Radar Operators 5032

Ultrahigh Frequency 6557Q.5 Radiation Injuries 5062 Tinsues (Riolony_) 6335

Radar 5008 Elec. Shielding 1971 Effectiveness 1886

Radar Equipment 5023 Shielding 5588

Fig. 8
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DESCRIPTION OF THE COG7I'EM SERCH

The input to the systemn is on punch cards. One card as shown

in Figure 9 is key punched for each retrieval term prescribed by

the reference analyst for each search. These cards are then combined

with the input cards for other searches scheduled for simultaneous

computer processing.

I . I . 1. 1.3 1 . I . 33 3. 1. 3. 3. 31. 3, 1 2 . 2I. 34 . J 3 .3 4 3 4 14 34 34 34 1 4 3 4 3 4 2 1 3. 3. 142

. 3, 3, *. 0 .3, 3 .3, 3. Is 3 & f6 3, 4 3, 3* 1, 3 s 3. 3, 1. 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3 , 3, 1, 3, 3, 3, 3, 4 34 35, 3, 3, 3, 3, 5, 3, 3. , 3,

7#I Is 'so Is 'aO ' 70I 1I 7 9 ?13 , ~2 '1 I 7, 1g , 'a , 1 , Is 79~ '1 Is 7j "I Is Is 71 71 Is 71 Is 71 71 7g Is 7a, Is 71 Is 7

' 2 COL.UMNS I THROUGH IS CONTAIN THE SIEARCH TERN COOK. THE NUMERIC COE OK 33s I3 - 3--

2 THE. TERM PLASTICS IS600W COLUMNS 11 THROUGH III C ONTAIN TH .StEA1.R .CH AND .
SCOORDINATION LEVEL IDENTIFICATION. IN THIS INSTANCE1 THE 3PUNCH IN COLUMN

3, 56 14 I (THE ATM COLUMN O F THE CARD WORD) INDICATES THAT IN SEARCH4 NUM110ERd THE 3, 34 1,

Is Ig~ III TERM PLASTICS I0 TO BE COORIDINATED WITH TWO OTHER TERMS TO IDENTIFY DOC- Is 7, 7,

UMEKNTI TO WHICH ALL THREE RETRIEVAL_ TERMS HAVE SEEN ASSIGNED.

Fig. 9 SEARCH AND RETRIEVAL INPUT CARD

The input cards are sorted off-line'to retrieval term code

sequence. As the cards are read into the system, cards with like

codes are combined into a single two-word record. The first word

contains the retrieval term code and the second contains a consoli-

d~ation of the search and coordination level data. The master
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retrieval term tape file is read untif a match with the term code

on the input card In obtained.

Under program control, the master record for this retrieval

term is copied on Output Tape I in a two-vord record, with 50 such

records to a tape block. The first vord of each record is the AD

number from the master file. The second word of each record is the

search and coordination level identification data as consolidated

from the input cards.

The next card input is read, and the matching master record is

merged on Output Tape II in the two-word record with the data previously

copied on Output Tape I. In the merge, vhen matching AD numbers are

found, the AD number is written on the new output in the first word,

and the search and coordination level data are consolidated in the

second word. This process continues until the end of the search.

At that time, the final output tape contains the identification of

the document numbers to satisfy the searches.

Under program control, punch cards are prepared from the output

tape, indicating the documents that satisfy the searches the biblio-

graphic identification code, and date of run. A sample output card

is shown in Figure 10.

The output cards are segregated on an off-line. As a general

policy, a card is punched for all second or greater levels or coordina-

tion. The reference analyst has the option of retaining or eliminating
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vau~rious levels of coordination. This option can be exercised before

or after the computer run. The flow charts for the computer program

are shown in Figures 11 through 18.

2 1062 IS ARS I i3~ A 0L130
0 10

AD NUMSER ASTIA REPORT "101 NO. YEAR MO DAY

J 3,41 . ,4 3. 14 3. , .1 3 .1 1. 11 3 1. J. 1 J1 1414 1434 34 34 3. 4 3343, 3,, 40 34 34343434

7,• ? 7, 1, 7, Is It Is Is 70 1 S ?Is 11 7| Is 1 0 I 0 IS Is Is 4•1 S Is Is | •7 71 '1'9 I 7j 7 '8 71 $ IS I 71 IS 78 7|71 7V I 7g1IS ;' IN

SI ENTIrIED AD 21 234 FROM A COOROINATION OF F4UP 'SEARCH TERMISL 7 97g I s 7glg 7,3. 7j 74 PS IS 71 IS fI 
7 

@ IS 71 IS 11 11 IS IS IS I I I 7 IS Is I7@7, ~g7, 7 ,7 
7
g O 7 17g 7, *7g

. •• :. :: ., : : e :, : • 9 .9 9 9, e, 9 9 9 9 • 9 9 9 e 9 e 4 a e 4 9 4 9 9

Fig. 10 SEARCH AND RETRIEVAL OUTPUT CARD
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MRETRIEVAL PROMRAM MODICATIONS

The magnetic tape program for retrieval vas designed initially

to phase the production of mechanized bibliographies from the punch

card into the tape operation. As can be expected in a dynamic

situation, plans for expansion and refinement were underway before

the program was ever employed operationally. Several program modifi-

cations for the tape operation are being introduced as the production

schedule permits. These are in addition to considerations being

given to employment of random access capacity.

The program was originally written to accomodate ten simul-

taneous searches with a maximm depth of four coordinations

(identification of document& in the collection that contain a combina-

tion of four terms prescribed for a single search). In the actual

machine operation, a grore of terms can be treated as a single term.

In certain types of combined searches, this greatly increases the

efficiency of the machine operation. An illustration of this

technique is given in the example on pageM 32 and 33.

In running large searches employing a great number of terms,

the records transferred to the output tales' increase to a point

that it becomes more economical to remove the o~tput tapes and

continue the transfer of "ta on-new output tapes. The partial
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search tapes obtained in this manner are then merged to obtain,

the final output. In the merge, the search and coordination level

identification data in the second word of the record are consolidated

for matching AD numbers in the same manner as the merge on the out-

put tapes of the primary run. In actual practice, it has proved to

be profitable to break the output tape in this manner at about 400

blocks. Further study has indicated that for optimum operation,

the merge nov performed separately should be incorporated into the

meain run and programmed to transfer the data from output tapes

automatically when the total blocks compiled exceed 100-blocks on

completion of the transfer of a retrieval term record from the

master tape.

In current practice, about eight hours is required to run ten

average searches employing 120 - 130 unique retrieval terms. A

50q increase in efficiency can be expected in a search of this

type by employment of the integrated compile -merge technique just

described. In actual production, this will increase the capacity

for searches from 10 to 15 for a sILLa shift.

A second modification to the program will increase the

capability from four to six levels of coordination. This

modification will require only minor recoding of the output

punch routine. This feature. was not included in the program

initially since it is seldom required to satisfy current customer
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demands. When coordination of more than four terms are required,

it is now necessary to make a second pass. Since this is seldom

required, the four-level coordination is considered optimum for

the current operation. It is believed that as customers become

more willing to rely on the product of the machine retrieval system,

a greater degree of specificity will be in demand. A sample input

card for six-term coordinations is shown in Figure 19.

s081942
SCARCK, 7-901 C009

/ *, * ooooooooo , b3 II53 3 3

;- 1. , .J',1 1 -0'* 0 1..-,.-*-,; 3. 34 4 3 1.3 44 3*3.-34 34 34 34 34 34 34 34,14 34 34, ,

1.•( • 56 6 5 : 177 11.7 56 $ 5, 5, 5, , 5 , 5 , 5, $6 , 5. S. 56I

I 1 1 ' A ' ' 9 , ' ' X ' ' ' 'i 'I - '4 ' 1 ' 4 7g" " S ' 4 ' IV IS 7 IS

GSX TRINNM COORDINATION- TUN SIMULTANEOUS1 I7rA C:Ii

14 14 '0 34 34 30 )4 14 1 1 3 3 3 1 1 1 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 34 34 3, 34 34 34 34 4 34 34 34 34 34 34 4 34 34 34 34 34 34

1 5 ', 56 5J. $6 3 5, 5, S1 5, 5 5 3, S * 4 3* 3. 3, S6 S. 5 5 36 5, 5, 5, S 4 5, S' S. 3, 3, 3 3 S3 S. 53, S. % S' 5, 36 S. 56

"Ia 'I "I I 'g'j I 71 7 1 7 , u l' I 1 a I "l 'V IS 'V' i S 71 'a' ' IS 7I Is 7 8'g 7, 70 'a ' S -V -'a a I IS 7 , IS 7771

FIg. 19 SEARCH AND RETRIEVAL INPUT CARD

A third modification will increase the capacity for simultaneous

.searches. However, the level of coordination will be reduced as the

number of searches increase beyond ten. A combined total of 60

retrieval term coordinations can be employed simultaneously. Any

combination' of coordinations can be employed as long as the, total
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does not exceed 60 (a group of torus can stil "be as a single term,

hovever).

This type of capability viii be extremely useful in compiling

large state-of-the-art bibliographies where y tvo and three level

searches are required to cover the bounds established by the refereice

analyst. Ni searches of this sort, many terms are ccomn to more then

one search. The greater the comon occurrence, the greater the effi-

ciency of the search since one pass of any retrieval term record vili

satisfy all searches that are combined in a single computer run. A

sample input card shorn in Figure 20 illustrates how twenty searches

of three term coordinations each can be accmodsated on a singe input

fto OUUWE mu9
I.-"-'17 "i -r,. -'7", .•.|Q ' ~ • ' •`•• `r-•• ` `r-`r--` :- T -`---•-`-•-'---------

. . . . . . . . 1.' 1O 1 z I.,

1 " 1 4 ! 4 . . • . 4 I$ Is Is •q q 14 34 1. 1. 1. 1. • 14 14 14 34 34 34 34 3414 34 34 34 34 34 34 )4 34 34 34 34 31 4 34 34

1. e So Se 16 16 . . 1. 1. '0 1' . . . . C. 1 "Je'•e . * 6 So so 6 . 6 . a 1). So so Se 56 S. So 50 56 Is 56 56 $6 56 S3 14

. " "| ", °a 'a •I '1 O e .O a " a . a * a , " " 7 1 "g 1 @ 7 1 am 7 l I 7 #a ?1 ' S 7 S ' 7 71 , 7 7 1 I t 
7 

1 ,1 7 . 8

Fig. 20 SEARCH AND RETRIEVAL INPUT CARD



A fourth modification under consideration will not affect the

search capacity of the run but should improve program efficiency,

particularly on searches that employ a large number of retrieval

terms (in excess of 50). In the present program, the two output

work tapes must be rewound and reinitialized after merging of each

record from the master tape. Although the computer is free for other

operations during the rewinding, it is idle except for the time

required to read the next input card and to reposition the master

descriptor file tape. The amount of idle time will depend on the

number and distribution of the term codes involved. In this

modification, the output tapes will not rewind. The term records

from the master tape will be merged on the output tapes alternating

from low to high and high to low AD numbers. The first record from

the master tape will be read forward from the beginning of the record

to the end (low to high AD number); the second record will be read

from the end back to the beginning (high to low AD number). This

will eliminate all rewinding of the output tapes until the end of

the search is reached. Although the idle time introduced by re-

winding tapes will be greatly minimized under the integrated

compile-merge techniques described earlier, it may still be more

efficient to employ this low-high, high-low merge technique when

several large retrieval term records are involved in the search.

There are many instances in the Thesaurus where two and three

terms have been combined and assigned a single numeric code. A
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review of the manual and machine experience over the past year

indicates a great deal might be gained to increase this trend.

Where the frequency of certain combinations of retrieval terms

justifies assigning a single code to the dombination, it will be

done. The individual terms will still be retained in the system.

A separate program has been written to punch out the document

listing under these combinations directly from the master tape file.

An option can be exercised to punch out only the document listing

required to update a previous run.

In the formative stages of the planning for automation, it was

not considered economically feasible to employ random access for

information retrieval. Since the early plans were formulated,

however, several factors have prompted a new look at the random

access operation. The Remington Rand UNIVAC RANDEX components

haVe been transistorized, eliminating the separate power supply and

consolidating the control unit into the tape synchronizer. The

capacity has been expanded from 600,000 to 1,200,000 ten-digit

words per RANDEX unit. This increased capacity is provided at

slightly less rental.

At this stage of operation, it has not been determined how

much, if any, computer time could be saved by placing the entire

operation on RANDEX, including the program, master file, and search

output. To what extent random access will be employed in search
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and retrieval will depend on future developments and the optimum

application of ASTIA's integrated automated capacity. One approach

being considered at this time that shows considerable promise is a

combination punch card--magnetic tape--random access operation. The

input, and output are on punch cards and the master retrieval file is

on magnetic tape as in the present operation. The search and

coordination level data from the input cards will be stored on the

RAINDEX drum at the address corresponding to the document numbers

listed ir the retrieval term records on the master retrieval file,.

The final search results stored on the RANDEX drum will be converted

to punch cards. Initially, 400,000 words of RAMIEX capacity will be

utilized--one word to represent AD numbers 1 through 400,000. The

AD number will be coincident. with the RANDEX address and need not

be stored on theý RANDEX drum.



FUTURE CONSIIDERAIONS IN SEARCH AND RETRIEVAL PROGRAMNG

Several possibilit)ies for varying the weight of individual

retrieval terms used in a search are under active consideration.

It appeared to be desirable, from the start, to make some use of

-+-he descriptors selected as subject cumulators for ýpOmpiling TAB

indexes. In a sense, these descriptors are weighted because they

describe the major subjec, area of a report. No use was made of

the subject cumulstorM in the early magnetic tape prograw becausei

it was desired to keep the machine application as simple as possi e.

In the punch card production runs, coordination on descriptors t .....

had been selected as subject cumulators was identified on the_ output

punch cards as described earlier. No conclusive determination of the

value of the' subject cumulators to increase specificity of search

ha4 been made when this Ixape 'v was written.

It has not yet beton determined if a weighting system will actually

be employed. The concept is to enable- the bibliographic and reference

personnel to use the same apz oach to retrieval as the Scientific

Analysis personnel used when they assigned- the retrieval terms to

reports in the collection. The check list which serves as a guide

for assigning retrieval terms to documents may or may not be useful

as a guide to weighting individual search terms.
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A further search refinement might be to identify a report

by type, such as whether it is an initial report, progress report,

final report, etc. It may even be feasible to weight the report

on the basis of content. This latter consideration certainly is

worthy of further investigation but may require a greater degree

of coordination between ASTIA and the originators of reports added

to the collection..

The only progress made to date on the concept of weighting

descriptors has been to study the programuing aspects. It was

determined to be entirely feasible to provide for weighting retrieval

.terms in the current program logic. Only minor chanps will have to

be made in the tape run and in punching the output card from the tape.

In the master file, the AD number is carried in a one-word item

thus,: OXXXXXXOOO. The use of a pattern of characters in the la'-t

three positions will produce discreet weighting codes. The first

position in the word is reserved for control keys for manipulating

and sorting the master file.
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THE ROAD AHEAD

In the automatic data processing feasibility study ASTIA had

suggested the use of punched paper tape equipment to prepare repro-

duction copy for the Technical Abstract Bulletin and catalog cards.

However, the use of punched paper tape was not included in the

original plan because at that time it simply represented an improve-

ment in the-method of preparing TAB and catalog card copy. It did

not relate directly to data processing.

Shortly after the automation plan was approved and preparations

had begun in earnest, it was decided to proceed with plans for

introducing punched paper tape equipment into the copy preparation

function. This decision was made because the EDP equipment which

was finally selected had certain characteristics which could be

capitalized on to advantage in terms of integrated data processing.

It became apparent that the punched paper tape which was to be

created, initially in the course of preparing reproducible copy

could be converted to magnetic tape if proper provisions were made

for such conversion. The information thus recorded on magnetic tape

could be printed out on the high speed printer as a result of the

bibliography search. In addition, much of the information which is

to be captured in punched paper tape can be machine converted into
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punched cards for the Index Master, Inventory Master and Information

Retrieval files. In order to assure accuracy of the information,

master edge punched cards are being used to enter certain authorita-;

tive information into the TAB copy and thus into paper tape.

The advantages of doing what has just been described are obvious.

The !quplicative tasks of key punching and verifying this same informa-

tion could be eliminated. Here again it was necessary to face the

fact that there is more systems design and actual programming to be

done than the staff-could handle all at once. Therefore, it has

been necessary to phase into this aspect of integrated data processing

on a time-available basis.

The program master tapes with special coding for the punch

paper tape have been designed to permit the computer to vary format

and select or omit data that have already been completed.

At this point, it is necessary to digress a bit and explain

why program master, tapes had to be developed for use with the

punched paper tape equipment. The Technical Abstract Bulletin is

an unclassified publication; yet it lists all documents cataloged,

and some of these are classified as high as Secret. Consequently,

it is essential that classified information be excluded from the

TAB. On the other hand, bibliographies are geared to the requester's

"need-to-know" and security clearance; hence, all the information

concerning a particular document had to be captured in punched paper

tape for subsequent use in bibliographies.
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To 'accommodate both requirements, it is necessary to record

all information on the punched paper tape. However, by using a

program master tape, a by-product tape is produced which can be

read by the machine at top speed to. prepare the TAB-reproducible

copy. The program master tape inserts control codes into the

by-product tape in such a way as to suppress the classified

information while machine typing the TAB reproducible copy. No

by-product tape is punched in this latter process since the paper

tape that is to be converted to magnetic tape is produced as a

by-product tape at the time of typing the complete entry as described

earlier.

In the early stages of punched paper tape planning, it was

suggested by Mr. Laurence Buckland of ITEK Corporation that non-

printing characters be employed as a programing aid to enable the

computer to identify the various components of a complete document

cataloging record. A suggestion along a similar line was also made

by Mr. Calvin N. Mooers of the Zator Co. Mr. Mooers also advocated

.the employment of non-printing characters to separate the individual

components of a record, but under a much br'oader concept. The

objective under Mr. Mooers' concept was to provide a simple means

for cooperation between libraries to improve cataloging operation

and eliminate the necessity of multiple cataloging through a direct

exchange of data in machinable form. If this objective can be

realized, it will most certainly constitute a substantial advance in
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the technology of documentation. A sample cataloging record

compiled to the ASTIA format employing the non-printing characters

compatible with Mr. Mooers' concept is shown on page 58. This

record through program control can be printed from the punch paper

tape in the format employed in the ASTIA Technical Abstract Bulletin.

A sample is shown on page 59. Beginning with the 15 March 1961 issue,

this procedure will be employed by ASTIA to compile the Technical

Abstract Bulletin.

Impletpentation of the punched paper tape procedures began during

November of 1960. To achieve a reasonable capability for machine

printed bibliographies in a relatively short time, the cataloging

information for documents now in the system is being selectively

converted. At the same time all of the day-to-day input is being

processed for TAB reproducible copy. In this way it is expected to

attain a full capability for machine printing bibliographies within

two years.

Another important factor in the use of the punched paper tape

is that it will provide a medium for large scale experimenting pith

the computer in terms of information retrieval which goes beyond

that based on descriptors assigned by the scientific analysts.

There is much to be done in this field. A number of documentalists

of national repute have already expressed hope that they will be able

to utilize the potential which the punched paper tape project is

creating.
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ASTIA Data Identification System
V V V V OAD-213 240L V Div. 6, 8, 9,/2 V V Unclassified (CR)

& v (4 Nov5 9) (CR)

I V 1 083100 T Arnold Engineering Development Center [Tullahoma, Tpnn.] (CR)

V TEST OF AEROJET NOZZLES AND 'PR(OPELLANTS"'IN AN ALTI- (CR)

TUDE TEST CELL FOR THE MINUTEMAN ICBM. PHASE IV, (CR)

7 b yl Lawrence W. Kesting, F. E. Turner, Jr. and others, (Div V Oct 59, (CR)

v V 57p. incl. illus. tables (1) V V (Rept. no. AEDC TN 59-120) (CR)

V V (Contract AF 40(600)800)1 '' V V Unclassified report (CR)

V V (AEND TN 4634) (CR)

Notice: Only Military Offices may request from ASTIA. Others (CR)

request approval of Arnold Engineering Development Center, (CR)

Tullahoma, Tenn. (CR)

V V Available on loan only (CR)

V V DESCRIPTORS: * 114 271600 1 Guided missiles, 173 '5361000 [111 Rocket motor nozzles (CR)

027 606500 Surface to surface, t 219 536000 1 Rocket propulsion; I (CR)

085 329700 Jatos, t 148 5799000 L.1 Specific impulse, 1 006 6302000 11 Thrust, (CR)

'* T99 5740000 SolidI rocket propellants 7 149 02880011 Altitude chamlbrs. t (CR)

(i V v OPEN-ENDED TERMS: 123 123456,7 L-24, 2J4 2345678 DP-104, 345 (CR)

3456789 VIP, 543 4567890 TR/C32. @ TV (4 spaces) (CR)

v Ten Aerojet General Corporation modified 5KS 4500 JATO rocket (CR)
motors were fired in an altitude test cell as part of a nozzle and pro- (CR)
pulsion development program in support of the Minuteman project. An
average simulated pressure altitude above 106, 000 it was maintained (CR)

during the firings. The nozzle configurations were the "Demuth" con- (CR)
tour and a 15 deg half angle conical with various throat curvatures (CR)
and a 24:1 expansion ratio. Propellant formulation consisted of am- (CR)
monium perchlIorate, polyurethane, and aluminum. Static pressures
were measured throughout the nozzle length. Average specific im- (CR)
pulse ranged from 276 to 279 lb-sec/lb, based upon the manufacturer's (CR)
statement of propellant weight, and from 261 to 274 lb-sec/lb, based (CR)
upon the motor weight differences before and after firing. Nozzle
pressures for the first 3 sec of burning agreed closely with theoretical- (CR)

values. (Author) /-) V v (See also AD-200 000)- V V V V V (CR)

I- V bmmattng Code 183 Cede 237

Nýe Print Select2- t lad Code X13 Code 267

3. Print -RestoreCode X,33 Goe 3k%76

4- Shift Code 183 Cede 457

5- Shift Releaee
0o0.o 103 Co06 1457

5- (CR) carriage ReturnCode 1833Cd 3



INSTALLATIONS AND CONSTR
AD-108 290 Dlv. 13 The results are present

data acquisition method
Armour Research Foundation, Chicago, Ill. of high-altitude nuclea
EFFECT OF LONG VERSUS SHORT DURATION BLAST LOAD- telemetry, and recovery
INGS ON STRUCTURES. tained through literstu
by Alfred Ritter and T. H. Schiffman. 22 Aug 55, data searches, visitt' t
21p. incl. illus, tables (Rept. no. 18; Super- and independent researc
sades rept. no. 18, AD-72 567) Final test rept. study surveys the past
no. I on Blast Effects on Buildings and Struc- methods, describes rode
turesi Operation of Six-Foot and Two-foot Shock suggests new systems. A
tubes, losophy which evolved I
(Contract AF 33(616)2644) Unclassified report sented, along with the

lection and design whIc
Descriptors: Str uctu'res, Blast, Vulnerability,
Pressure, Tests, Deflection,

AD-238 %039 Div. 22,

''An exploratory investigation was conducted to (20 June 60)
demonstrate on a gross basis the reduction in
peak overpressure which will produce a given Ballistic Research Labs
maximum deflection of an elastic-plastic struc- Ground, Md.
ture as the positive phase duration of blast THE RELATION OF SEISMIC
load'ing is increased. Test structures were sub- THE AREA UNDER THE STRE
jected to blast waves of approximately 10 and by A. A. Thompson, Apr
20 msec positive phase durations and approxi- (DA Proj. 5B03-04-002-
mately 20 and 10 psi peak overpressures, respec- BRL memo. rept. no. 126
tivel-y.. Although no quantitative conclusions
could be drawn as to exact pressure reduction
factors because of limited accuracy and small Descriptors: Mathematic
number of tests, the results indicate substantial *Explosions, Attenusti
pressure. -deduot.i-o*-wl-ih--incresed duration load- aSeismi~c waves,
Ings for the test structures under considera-
tion.' (Contractor's abstract) (See also Seismic energy attenuat
AD-51 982), was determsned by measu

various distances from

AD-153 545 Div. 13, 22, 30 also by measuring the. a
and unloading parts of

Ballistic Research Labs., Aberdeen Theory and experilsent a

Proving Ground, Md. attenuation determined

AIR BLAST LOADING ON THREE-DIMENSIONAL SCALE curve may be less than

MODELS OF A SEMI-CYLrNDE.R, attenuation is very ltr

by F. B. Smith, Jr., E. G. Rines, and J. H.
Keefer. July 57, 84p. incl. illus.'tables
(Proj. no. TB3-0112; BRL memo rept. no. 1092: AD-239 871 Div. 13,
AFSWP no,. 1047) (19 July 60)

Unclassified report
Naval Civil Engineerinj

Descriptors* Air blast, Recording devices, Calif.
Blast, Shock waves, Diffraction, Structures, LITERATURE SURVEY OF CO

RADIATION SHIELDING,
The objective of this Investigation was to re- by Meldon Merrill and W
cord the diffraction loading on a scaled model 31p. incl. illus. 41 re
exposed in the shock tube. The model used was a Type C (Proj. Y-RO 11-0
1/72 scale of the Navy Structure 3.2.5 exposed no. 084)
on Operation Greenhouse. Zhe work was requested
by the Bureau of Yards and D6ucs, Department of
the Navy, and carried out as an extension of Descriptors: Magnetite,
AFSWP Project 3.28.1 of Upshot/Knothole. Prelsure Bibliography, '$ulfa.tes
vs time curves of the diffraction phase of the Barium compoundst Mine
air blast loading at 28 positions, 3 orientations Additives, *Reactor sh
on 3 shock strengths are presented in this report. *Concrete,
The curves are presented so that comparisons may
be made with results of full scale tests and CONCLUSIONS: The use of
others shock tube experiments.. (Author) (See also increasing the density
AD-74 974) providing a more effici

Sample Page Format
Tech•ical Abstract Bulletin
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SUMMARY OF PRODUCTION AND PROGRAMMING TASKS

The major phases of production and programming effort involved

in the creation of an automated information search and retrieval

system have been Covered in this publication and in the two previous

publications on ASTIA's automation program, AD-227 000 and AD-247 000.-

It is believed that a brief summary of the various tasks involved in

establishing the operational system is in order. This summary lists

those tasks that involve a significant amount of production effort.

In some instances, however, creativity and ingenuity were more signi-

ficant than the expenditure of production resources.

Production Task Remark

i. Compile thesaurus of This task was completed by ASTIA
descriptors, personnel and published in May 1960.

It is described in AD-227 000.

2. Develop numeric coding system This task was completed in August
for descriptors. 1959.

3. Assign descriptors to docu- Approximately 205,000 reports were
merits in the AD collection. in the AD collection when the pro-

ject became current. The collection
is now in excess of 240,000.

4. Code descriptors in accord- Accomplished concurrently with
ance with coding system Production Task 3. Became current
developed under Production 1 June 1960.
Task 2 above.

5. ;Key punch retrieval term Key punching for reports cataloged
cards for reports in the prior to 1 May 1960 was accomplished
AD collection. by contractor. (1,200,000 cards)

Subsequent to. 1 May 1960, key punch-
ing accomplished in-house. Current
workload: 1,000 cards a day.

6o
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Production Task Remark

6. Prepare publications and AD-.227 000, AD-247 000, and this
instructions on ASTIA auto- publication.
mation system.

7. Sort retrieval term cards: to Maintained on current basis.
separate indexing terms and
open-ended terms.

8. Alphabetic sort of open-erded Required initially for standardi-
terms. zation and clean-up. Maintained

on current basis for new input.

9. Print tabulation of open- Required initially for standardi-
ended terms. zation and clean-up. Project

comýpleted.

10. Reproduce and sort retrieval From AD-150,000 to reports announced
term cards for testing system through 15 July 1960. Later expanded
and production of bibliograph- to include reports announced through"
ies on card computer. 15 November 1960. File is still

maintained for limited use. It
consists of 300,000 cards.

11. Convert retrieval term cards In-house project accomplished during
to magnetic tape in 12-word system test period. 12-word item
item. used to take advantage of available

program. (1,400,.000 cards involved.)

12. Reformat tape retrieval term This reformat also placed AD number
file (product of Production and descriptor code in proper posi-
Task 11) to 100-word item. tion within the record for two-word
(50 two-word records to a sort.
block.)

13. Sort retrieval term tapes Step in preparation of master
(product of Proouction Task descriptor tape file for retrieval
12) into descriptor code pri- application.
mary and AD number secondary.

14. Sequence check sorted retrieval Required for clean-up and-to remove
term tapes. (Product of Pro- non-sortable data from file and to
duction Task 13.) write data not in sequence on work

'tape to be resorted.
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Production Task Remark

15. Merge scrted retrieval term Five 2400-foot tapes involved.
tapes (product of Production Production Tasks 14 and 15 were
Task14) into continuous file. later consolidated and accomplished

in a combined operation.

16. Reformat merged retrieval This is format of master retrieval
term tapes from two-word term file for operational runs.
record, 100-word item,
into 50-word item.

17. Sequence check master Required to maintain sequence
retrieval term tape file. integrity of file. This task
(Product of Production must also be performed after
Task 16.) each twice-monthly updating of

file.

18. Print -out final master Required for data clean-up and
retrieval term tape file. visual reference.

19. Key punch numeric codes for Step in integrating open-ended
open-ended terms. terms into system.

20. Convert open-ended terms from Step in integrating open-ended
cards to magnetic tape. Sort terms into system. This will be
to descriptor code sequence accomplished when more experience
primary and AD number has been gained in employment of
secondary. open-ended terms. The card file

is now employed in original format.

21. Sort indexing terms (descrip- The addition of these data to the
tors used as subject cumula- file will provide a capability to
tors) of entire AD collection index large bibliographies, or
into descriptor code primary possibly the entire AD collection.
and AD secondary. Merge It is also possible that they may
identifying code into master be employed as weighting factors
descriptor file. in the actual retrieval runs.

22. Update master retrieval term This is a card-to-tape merge.
tape file,'twice-monthly. Cards, are sorted off-line to the
(Follow by sequence check, tape sequence. Approximately
Production Task 17.) 11,000 cards are involved in each

updating. (Deletions may also be
made in same run.)
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Production Task Remark

23. Preparation of test data for Programs are described individually.
computer programs involved in
establishing retrievitl system.

24. Operational testing. Over 400 bibliographies were run
on a production basis and checked
manually.

25. Reformat two-word IR file Required to use existing two-word
(product of Production Task sort to establish file in AD
12) from descriptor-AD to sequence. Reformat run also
AD-descriptor. block sorts on AD number in

same operation.

26. Sort IR file (product of Required for data clean-up of IR
Production Task 25) into file.
AD primary, descriptor
secondary.

27. Print out gaps in AD listing Required for data clean-up of IR
in IR file. file.

28. Print out gaps in AD listing Task already accomplished, required
in inventory file. for manual check against product of

Production Task 27 for data, clean-up
of IR file.

29. Statistical run of IR file Statistical data required to opti-
to determine frequency of mize operational runs. Product is
use of descriptors. in two-word record thus:

OO00xxxxx OOOXXX0X0
10mber of AD's Descriptor

30. Sort product of Production Two-word sort employed to convert
Task 29. IR file to descriptor frequency'

sequence. Required to optimize
opexational runs.

31. Reconstitute IR file in Required to optimize operational runs.
descriptor frequency sequence.

32. Compile descriptor combina- Required to provide data for consoli-
tion frequency of operational dation records of frequently combined
runs. records to improve efficiency of

system.
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PROGRAM4ING

Most of these programs were started before "canned" routines were

available. The entrance and exit memory locations were furnished by

the manufacturer. Many of the programs have been modified or rewritten

to provide more efficient operation for particular applications.

Prograaming Tasks Remark

1. Conversion of retrieval term This format employed to take
cards to magnetic tape in advantage of tape control routine
12-word item. then available.

2. Reformat retrieval term tape Needed for format tape for sorting.
file from 12-word item to ,
100-word item. (50 two-word
records to a block of tape.)

3. Sort two-word record retrieval Modification of 12-word sort pre-
term file. pared by DATATROL Corporation under

contract to Remington Rand UNIVAC
at no cost to ASTIA.

4. Sequence check two-word Required for data clean-up prior
record retrieval tape file. to creation of operational file.

5. Merge two-word record retrieval Later modified to accomplish clean-
term file into one continuous up incorporated in Program Task 3.
record.

6. Reformat sorted and merged Required to create operational
two-word retrieval file into master retrieval term tape file.
two 50-word items.

7. Print out two-word record Needed totest programs and verify
retrievftlerm file. data during several production

operations in creating file.

8. Print out 50-word item. Needed to print out master retrieval
"file and to test programs and verify
data.
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"Programming Taske Remark

9. Convert card-to-tape in Needed to debug and test Opera-
50-word item toisimulate tional retrieval run, Part I.
master file.,

10. Convert card-to-tape,ý Needed to debug and test opera-
two-word item to simulate tional retrieval run, Part IU.
Output from retrieval run,
Part I.

11. Merge retrieval term cards Needed for twice-monthly updating
into 50-word item master of master retrieval term file.
retrieval term tspes.

12. Operational retrieval run-- Initial progrp-m-ing approach.
6-level coordination. Consists of five runs and three

sorts.

13. Operational retrieval run-- Part I: Tape-to-tape run. Part II:
4-level, ten simultaneous Tape-to-punched cards run.
searches.

14. Operational retrieval run -- "Modification of Prrgramming Task 13,
-6-level, ten simultaneous Part II.
searches.

"V 15. Operational retrieval run -- Modification of Prograuming Task 13,
6 0-descriptor (or descriptor Partý II.
group coordination).

16. Operational retrieval run -- MrAification of Programming Task 13,
high low-low high tape merge. Part I. Speeds up computer run.

17. Merge-buff, two-word. Used to combine sub-searches --

increases prof~ram efficiency.

18. Combine two-word merge buff Integrates product of Programming
into retrieval run, Part I. Task 17 into retrieval run, Part I,

to optimizeoutput.

19. Reformat and block sort Needed to reformat IR file -for-,
two-word item IR tape. two-word sort to AD sequence

primary.

20. Print out gaps in AD listing Required for data clean-up of
of IR file. IR file.
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Programming Tasks Remark

2_1. Punch out single descriptor Required for production r-i where
records for 50-word item IR descriptor combinations <,' 3ingle
tape. descriptor records are rv.-I-red.

-2. Modify Progrsmming Task 21
to punch out only partial
references to update previous
punch-out.

23. Count AD listing in descriptor To provide data of distr:."bclzion
record and compile. in two-word of descriptors.
record.
OOO0rXX~XO( O0OO(XXXX
Number of AD's Descriptor

6C6PY
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